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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR PMI to hint at easing recession fears, growing CPI risks at back end of ECB forecast horizon   

USD Hawkish Fed and a firm PCE to keep USD supported 

JPY New BoJ Governor testimony, CPI. Mild upside for JPY    

GBP NI deal not likely to provide much upside for GBP          

 

Overnight comment – Good news is bad news 

Upbeat PMI data saw yields rise and equites decline yesterday, with the S&P ending 
down 2.0%, it biggest drop in over 2 months. In the Asian session, stocks declined, 
albeit by less than they did in the US, while UST yields eased off yesterday’s highs 
and US equity futures edged a little higher. The DXY index was little changed through 
the Asian session. Soft Australian wage data weighed on AUD, while the 50bp RBNZ 
hike, combined with expectations of further hikes supported NZD.    
 
In Japan, the services PPI edged higher 1.6%YoY. BoJ Board member Tamura said 
“It will be necessary to conduct a policy assessment at some point in order to weigh 
the benefits and costs of monetary policy, including the policy framework and 
inflation target”. We expect a review early in the new Governor’s term. JGB yields 
again pushed above the 0.5% upper end of the BoJ’s YCC bands and the BoJ 
undertook both unscheduled ops in the 5~10yr and 10~25yr baskets as well as a 
fixed-rate op later in the session. The curve flattened with the long end remaining 
well bid, ahead of tomorrow’s holiday. USD/JPY was one of the more volatile G10 
pairs and ended the session around 134.75.  
 
EUR/USD and GBP/USD were little changed through the Asian session and sit 
around 1.0660 and 1.2115, respectively as European trade gets underway. 
Upbeat PMI data yesterday in both the Eurozone (see Currency Comment section 
for more details) and the UK helped lift policy expectations, which in turn helped 
support the currencies, especially GBP, which also enjoyed support from benign 
public finance data.    
              

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

GE – IFO business climate (DI, Feb) 23.5/16.9 

US – FOMC minutes  -- 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. Eurozone sentiment data for February have been very strong. It would be 
a surprise if the IFO survey was soft, in light of recent releases. There are no 
speakers from either the ECB or the BoE.    
  
US. The FOMC minutes of the 1 February meeting will be the highlight. Recall that 
the meeting took place before the run of very strong data, which has arguably 
changed the policy outlook somewhat. Issues on the table include the scale of the 
hike with both Mester and Bullard (both non-voting members) subsequently 
indicating that they pushed for a discussion of a larger move. There may be some 
commentary on what participants see as sufficiently restrictive in terms of the policy 
rate and the lag with which policy is seen working. The Fed’s Williams also talks on 
inflation. Williams is a thoughtful member of the FOMC and his comments are usually 
of interest.     

Market Summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
Flash PMI data in Eurozone point to lower recession risks and higher inflation risks. 
The flash PMI data in the eurozone point to reduced recession risks and upside risks from solid labour markets. 
 
In its eurozone PMI comment Markit noted…“A key change in the services sector was the revival of growth in financial 
services activity….as well as resurgent tourism & recreation and media activity. Transportation broadly stabilised after 
seven months of decline, industrial services gained momentum and IT services enjoyed a surge in activity”.  
  
On the price front Markit noted….“Input cost inflation meanwhile cooled further, notably in the manufacturing sector. 
While rates of selling price inflation remained stubbornly high, especially in the service sector, in part linked to the impact 
of higher wage costs, the overall rate of selling price inflation also slowed, down to a 16-month low, in a further sign of 
moderating price pressures”. 
 
The February PMI report has a post-pandemic feel. The supply side volatility of recent years looks to be subsiding, 
placing the focus back on the demand side of the economy, which is more usually the main driver of policy. Markit notes 
that the current level of the PMI is consistent with GDP rising ~0.3%QoQ. Whilst growth seems unlikely to be quite that 
strong in Q1, negative growth also seems a lot less likely now. Firmer growth is unlikely to generate the necessary 
softness that the ECB sees as necessary to reduce inflation risks from the labour market. We note Chief Economist 
Lane’s recent comments noting that much of the impact of tightening to date has yet to be felt but the flash PMI will only 
spur the hawks to push for tighter policy. We no longer expect consecutive quarters of negative growth in the eurozone 
in 2023 and so we add an additional hike to our ECB forecast. We now expect 50bp in March, as well as 25bp hikes in 
both May and June taking the depo rate to 3.5% by summer. We see policy rates then remaining on hold through the 
remainder of 2023 and into early 2024 as well.  
 
 

          

Recession risks looking a lot lower in the wake of the PMI data 

  

Source: Bloomberg 
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FX forecasts (as of 30 Jan) Current Q1 23 Q2 23 Q3 23 Q4 23

USD/JPY 130 128 123 120 120

EUR/USD 1.09 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.14

GBP/USD 1.24 1.25 1.29 1.31 1.33

EUR/GBP 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.86

EUR/JPY 142 141 138 137 137

GBP/JPY 161 160 159 157 160
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This publication has been prepared by Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (“Mizuho”) and represents the views of the author(s). It has not been prepared by an 

independent research department and it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements in any country or jurisdiction designed to 

promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment 

research.  

 

This publication is not a “research report” as defined in Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) Regulations 1.71 and 23.605 

promulgated pursuant to the U.S. Commodity Exchange Act and is not intended to provide information upon which to base a decision to enter into 

a derivatives transaction regulated by the CFTC. Any discussion in this publication of derivatives is limited to commentary on economic, political, 

or market conditions and statistical summaries of multiple companies’ financial data, which may include lists of current ratings. 

 

This publication is not intended to be relied upon as advice to investors or potential investors and does not take into account investment objectives, 

financial situation or needs of any particular investor. It is not intended for persons who are Retail Clients within the meaning of the United 

Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority rules nor for persons who are restricted in accordance with US, Brazilian, Japanese, Singapore or any 

other applicable securities laws. This publication has been prepared for information purposes only and is not intended by Mizuho to market any 

financial instrument, product or service or serve as a recommendation to take or refrain from taking any particular course of action or participate 

in any trading or other strategy. This publication is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or any of the 
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strategy, nor a disclosure document under applicable laws, rules, regulations or guidelines. These materials and the content of any related 

presentation are confidential and proprietary and may not be passed on to any third party and are provided for informational purposes only. As a 

general rule you will not have a right to terminate early any transaction entered into – if you wish to do so, losses may be incurred by you Mizuho 

shall have no liability for any losses you may incur as a result of relying on the information herein or in any related presentation. 

 

The information contained in this publication may not be current due to, among other things, changes in the financial markets or economic 

environment. Mizuho has no obligation to update any information contained in this publication. Past performance is not indicative of future 

performance. 

 

This Publication has not been nor will be submitted to, or reviewed by, any regulatory authority.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, 

nothing contained herein is in any way intended by Mizuho to offer, solicit and/or market any financial instrument, product or service, or to act as 

any inducement to enter into any contract or commitment whatsoever.  A recipient must complete its own independent analysis of the financial 

instrument, product or service and receive all information it requires to make its own decision, investment or otherwise, including, where applicable, 

a review of any prospectus, prospectus supplement, offering circular or memorandum describing such item. The information contained in this 

Publication has been obtained from public sources and such information is believed to be correct and reliable but has not been independently 

verified. 
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